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Dakura Dakura
Dakura Dakura is a player character played by Riko and is currently in NPC status.
Dakura Dakura

Species:
NH-33
Gender:
Female
Age:
3 Years
Height:
154 cm/ 5ft
Weight:
120lbs
Organization:
Star Army of Yamatai Star Army Intelligence
Occupation:
SAINT Intelligence Operative
Rank:
Chui
Current Placement:
Black Sands Test Range

Physical Characteristics
Height: 154 cm/ 5ft
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Mass: 120lbs
Measurements: 36B-26-35
Build and Skin Color: Dakura is an average built neko, her cream color skin spotted with a few freckles.
Eyes and Facial Features: Dakura has bright beaming sky blue colored eyes that are a bit more
rounded than normal.
Ears: She has regular neko style ears that blend in with her hair.
Hair Color and Style: Dakura has straw colored hair, with black highlights along the tips. She normally
keeps her hair cut into a bob cut though it is longer in the front
Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics
Personality: Dakura Dakura is a fun loving indivual who is always on the look for a new adventure. Most
of the time though, her adventures lead her too a new bar or liquor store where she will partake in her
favorite past time of drinking (which usually leads to more adventures and entertaining stories). When
she isn't busy doing that she is a hard working neko who will git the job done no matter the odds, usually
with heavy assistance from her two sprites Ichi and San.
Likes: Beer, trying new things, shooty weapons, adventure
Dislikes: Waking up early, hangovers, paper work
Goals:

History
Family (or Creators)
Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Pre-RP
Shortly after her creation, Dakura Dakura was sent oﬀ to to train to become a SAINT operative. She had
very few blips during this time of her life, only the occasional mishap and regular life drama. After
completing training she was assigned a desk job, which drove her bonkers as her need for adventure
fueled her to peruse bigger and better things. After several months of paper work, waiting and
pleading/threatening the higher up she was ﬁnally given a new assignment and transferred to a new
position on the YSS Sakishima.
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Post RP
In YE 41, she was transferred to Black Sands Test Range to serve as the primary secretary there.

Skills
Communication:
Dakura is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Dakura is ﬂuent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. She can speak and
write both correctly and eﬃciently and can write reports, ﬁll forms, issue orders under ﬁre, etc

Fighting
Dakura received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation
Dakura is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proﬁcient in entering and/or searching for information. Dakura is also able to program
and Hack a variety of computers because of her SAINT training as well as from her experimentation with
computers when she was bored at the oﬃce.

Mathematics
Dakura received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Rogue
With Her Saint training Dakrua has learned how to pick locks as well as how to decrypt things. With her
specialty being information she is more well versed in decryption than in other more physical rogueish
activites.
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Entertainment
Dakura is very orally talented, she is capable of doing imitations, singing, as well as other services.

Communications
For most of her Service career Dakura was trapped behind a desk, working on the endless paper trail that
is the SAoY Intelligence Reports. Though her boredom caused her to leave, she did pick up several useful
analytical and ﬁling skills from dealing with all the paperwork.

Inventory
Dakura Dakura has the following items:
* Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain.
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Riﬂe (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2901 LASR-SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:
Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duﬀel Bag, containing:
Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32
2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

Companions
Ichi and San
Roughly 6 inches tall Ichi and San are two independent AI's that help Dakura out with her daily
tasks and routines. Physically the two look like small Miniature versions of Dakura with minor
diﬀerences (Ichi has red hair and blue eyes and San has blue hair and red eyes, both with a twin
bun hairstyle.) but internally they are basically computers with a built in anti grav generator to help
them ﬂoat and ﬂy. They are primarily used for work and entertainment related things, seeing as
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their small size and relative fragile state makes them almost worthless in a combat situation.
http://stararmy.com/wiki/doku.php?id=character:ichi
http://stararmy.com/wiki/doku.php?id=character:san

Finances
Dakura Dakura is currently a in the Star Army of Yamatai Star Army Intelligence.
Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS
Starting Funds
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